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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. For , everything pretty much remains the same,
with one notable exception. Civic buyers with families may now have their cake and eat it, too.
Honda has expanded the four-door sedan line to include an Si version, in almost every measure
save the number of doors the equal of the Si coupe. It has the same horsepower engine, the
same six-speed manual transmission, and the same four-wheel disc brake setup. Honda's
engineers tweaked its suspension to compensate for the sedan's longer wheelbase. Front-seat
passengers get the Si coupe's sport seats. And both Si editions come standard with an
electronic stability program for added control in emergency maneuvers. Honda also continues
offering a natural gas-powered sedan, the GX, which the company introduced during the model
year. Availability is limited to residents of New York and California and fleets there and
elsewhere. The Civic Hybrid sedan uses a 1. This reduces emissions dramatically, while
improving fuel economy. The Honda Civic is available in coupe and sedan versions. Other cars
in the class may undercut the Civic on pricing, but the Civic includes important safety features,
including side-impact airbags that others leave on the option list. Full Review The compact
class remains one of the most competitive in the new car market, in number of entries as well as
price. Honda in re-staked its claim to the head of the class with the introduction of a completely
reworked and updated Civic. And not just in the mainstream, family-car niche, but in the sporty
subcompact arena, too, with the return of a hopped-up coupe, the Si, the latest reincarnation of
the late, lamented CRX. All rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the
garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The compact
class remains one of the most competitive in the new car market, in number of entries as well as
price. Hide Full Review. Engine 1. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car
and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us!
Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Advanced Search. Honda civic glen allen with pictures.
Honda Civic - Glen Allen , Virginia - - 84, miles. Clean one owner carfax, honda civic lx with 1.
Low, low miles and ever reliable civic with front Similar: Honda civic glen allen. Exterior color:
crystal black pearl, interior color: gray, body: sedan, engine: 1. Honda Civic - Glen Allen ,
Virginia - - , miles. Introducing the love your car guarantee from carmax! Used Honda Civic Ex k
Miles. Glen allen - honda - civic - crystal black pearl - automatic Exterior color: modern steel
metallic, interior color: gray, body: sedan, engine: 1. Exterior color: dyno blue pearl, interior
color: gray, body: coupe, engine: 1. Exterior color: dark cherry pearl, interior color: ivory, body:
minivan, engine: 3. Similar: Honda odyssey glen allen. Exterior color: desert rock metallic,
interior color: saddle, body: suv, engine: 3. Similar: Honda pilot glen allen. Located in glen allen
, va. Now you Used Honda Civic Lx 20k Miles. Honda Civic - Glen Allen , Virginia - - 20, miles.
Glen allen - honda - civic - white orchid pearl - standard Clean one owner carfax, only 19k miles!
Includes distance Honda Ridgeline - Glen Allen , Virginia - - , miles. Similar: Honda ridgeline
glen allen. Finding the right pre-owned car can create some real headaches when mileage and
condition is a factor. You can feel confident that this 1 is in prime Similar: Honda cr v glen allen.
Honda Honda - Glen Allen , Virginia - - , miles. This honda civic coupe two door two door
automatic lx features a 1. It is equipped with a Similar: Honda glen allen. Ac, powered steering,
powered windows, doors with power locks, power mirrors, leather steering wheel, power drivers
seat, heated seat, tachometer, telescopic Honda presidents award and home of the ns honda
mvp program. This honda civic ex, has a great tango red pearl exterior, and a clean ivory
Similar: Honda civic glen head. Request Details. Honda Civic - Glen Burnie, Maryland - Clean
carfax. Buy happy recent arrival cityhighway mpgawards kbb. Com best Similar: Honda civic
glen burnie. Nighthawk black honda civic ex fwd 5-speed manual Mpgawards kbb. Com best
resale value awardsfor more information, visit White honda civic si fwd 6-speed manual with
overdrive Below market average cityhighway mpgawards kbb. Com best resale Honda Civic Dayton, Ohio - Recent arrival honda civic hybrid 1. Similar: Honda civic dayton. One owner,
accident free history report. Atomic blue honda civic We can help white allen honda at n main
st, dayton, oh Virginia 1. Civic 1. Honda 1. Related searches: honda civic virginia honda civic
sedan virginia honda civic hybrid virginia honda civic sedan ex virginia honda civic sedan lx
virginia honda civic arlington honda civic fredericksburg honda civic chesapeake honda civic

richmond honda civic newport news. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are not
based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality,
safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When comparing
vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by each vehicle
correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles achieve this
rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not quite the best.
Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class. Not
recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. We have
information you must know before you buy the Civic. We want to send it to you, along with
other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can
unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy.
We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Honda
Civic. This is how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Honda Civic
Honda Civic Pictures. You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding
vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Exterior 82 Interior View Full Screen. See All
Photos. See Used Civic Listings. Insider Information We have information you must know
before you buy the Civic. Your Email Submit. Thank you. You are now subscribed to our Pricing
Insider updates. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to
give you a great price on the new Honda Civic. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your
negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options.
Honda Civic By Year Preview New Used A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. You have no vehicle
information saved in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual explains the various
features and functions of your Honda, offers operation tips and suggestions for vehicle care
and maintenance, provides specific details on safety systems, and includes comprehensive
technical specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system, a navigation
manual with detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also available. To purchase
printed manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is approximately five weeks. To
save paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now. Need more help? Contact your
local Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. These files
contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be downloaded, searched, and printed.
The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic functions and features. Coverage and
terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general provisions, new vehicle limited warranty,
emissions, tires and accessories warranties, replacement parts and more. Details can be found
in the Warranty section. The Honda Civic continues to set the bar for the small car segment.
Strong on comfort, safety and customization, this is one car that every shopper needs to
consider. Can the Honda Civic be all things to small-car buyers? This legendary nameplate
comes in a wide range of configurations, from the green-themed Hybrid and natural-gas-fueled
models to the adrenaline-pumping Si. If this car were human, therapists would probably be
trying to treat it for multiple personality disorder. Thankfully, all is well with the Honda Civic.

The wide selection of styles only enhances the car's legendary strengths of fuel efficiency,
intelligent design, safety, refinement and performance. Rather than have just one model trying
to do it all, Honda offers different versions to suit just about every interested shopper. The Civic
follows up on a full redesign that took place last year. The redesign brought about a more
contemporary look, added more distinctiveness between the coupe and sedan models, and
introduced new features. There were also major improvements to the Hybrid and Si specialty
models. For , Honda hasn't changed the Civic much, though it did expand the availability of the
Si trim. For the first time ever in the U. Will a Civic be the next car in your garage? The Honda
Civic is a small car available as a sedan or coupe. Each is offered in three primary trim levels.
The Si also comes with a sport-tuned suspension, inch wheels and special interior trim, while
the Hybrid has automatic climate control but no moonroof. For the EX, Hybrid and Si, satellite
radio and a navigation system are optional. That power is sent through the front wheels through
a five-speed manual transmission or an optional five-speed automatic. The GX also has a 1. It
only has a cruising range of miles, but with Honda's Phill device, you can refuel from the
comfort of your own garage. For the Civic Si, Honda installs a hp 2. The gasoline-fueled 1. Its 1.
All Civics come with front seat-mounted side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active
front head restraints. Antilock brakes are also standard; EX and Si models have four-wheel
discs, while the rest have rear drums. Stability control is an exclusive standard feature on the Si
sedan only. Side-impact tests resulted in a four-star rating for front passengers and five stars
for rear passengers. The mainstream Civic models are responsive in a way that Honda fans will
instantly recognize. The Civic's suspension, steering and brakes all work together seamlessly,
and it's clear that Honda's design ethos has regard for some mild sporting character. It's also a
simple car to drive, with intuitive response to inputs and controls falling readily at hand. This is
also true of the Civic Hybrid; other than being slower in acceleration, it has few vices. The
natural-gas GX is the least sporting member of the Civic family, though its limited fuel range
means it's best suited as a city car anyway. The Civic Si, meanwhile, is a fantastic performance
bargain. Possessing nimble handling, spirited acceleration and an addictive engine note, the Si
is one of the few cars available in any price range that makes you want to drive it just for the
sake of driving. Honda has kept the analog tachometer in the traditional location and placed a
digital speedometer and gas gauge at the base of the windshield. Though some drivers find the
two-tier display distracting, others say it makes quick visual checks of speed easier. Otherwise,
the Honda Civic continues to be one of the best small cars in terms of room and refinement. Its
controls are easy to operate and materials are of high quality. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda
Civic Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Honda
lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Controversial gauge
cluster design, slow acceleration times of Hybrid and GX models. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Civic for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The performance-oriented Si trim level becomes available for the
sedan body style in addition to the coupe. The Civic's large dash features an unusual layout.
Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Tire wear is terrible because of a defective Rear
Upper Control Arm. Honda did not do a recall but there was a class action suit forcing Honda to
replace the defective parts and reimburse customers for premature tire wear. Unfortunately for
me, I did not find out until after the expiration of the settlement which was January 16, The seats
are wearing out much faster than any car I have ever owned and I am average size and the car
only has 80, miles on it. Read less. Sam S. This car is worth every penny. Again, it's the perfect
third car for chores and day to day driving. Perfect Except for Driver's Seat. Owned for about a
month, over miles so far. No problems. Wonderful balance of practicality and performance,
economy and fun. Also impressed with IIHS's perfect crash test scores. I throughly enjoy
driving this car. Marvelous automatic transmission. Even under hard acceleration, I can barely
feel it shifting gears. My only gripe - this is the most uncomfortable driver's seat I've ever sat in.

Headrest juts too far forward. Luckily, an '07 Accord headrest also fits into the the slots. Lower
lumbar also juts too far forward, making for a painful back after a day of running errands around
town. A towel shoved down into the seat fixed that problem. For an economy car, it's pretty
nice. My last two cars were German and their reliability issues drove me to Japanese
dependability, but man were Germans a blast to drive. And while I'm still happy with the Honda,
there are some issues I'm now suffering. Mainly performance issues. Otherwise, it's functional,
reliable, efficient and gets me from A to B with little worry. Most of my driving is in the city, and
it zips around in traffic fairly well. I would not recommend as a highway commuter. See all
reviews of the Used Honda Civic Sedan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up.
New small sedans come out every year, but none has been able to unseat the Honda Civic as
our favorite model car since it was introduced back for the model year. Things aren't much
different for this year's model â€” not surprising since Honda vehicles change very little year
over year. The Honda Civic continues to offer a compelling mix of performance, comfort and
practicality at a price point that is in line with the rest of the class. The mix outside the core
Civic lineup, however, does see a shakeup. The coupe body style and sporty Si have been axed
for , while the high-performance Civic Type R hatch adds a new Limited Edition model. The Type
R Limited Edition enjoys revised steering and suspension tuning, BBS wheels with more
aggressive performance tires, and reduced sound deadening to save weight. Check out our
Expert Rating to get our in-depth review of this year's Civic. We anticipate a new Civic for , so if
you're enthralled with the current model, pick one up now before it's gone. The Honda Civic has
long been one of the better compact cars, but its redesign was nothing short of game-changing.
Not only did it help revitalize the Civic nameplate, but it also shifted our expectations of what a
compact car could be. This generation Civic is well regarded for its spacious cabin, excellent
ride quality, upscale interior materials and superb handling. We're also smitten with its powerful
and efficient turbocharged engine. We liked it so much, in fact, that we plunked down our own
money to buy one. To read about our experiences with a top-of-the-line Touring sedan, read our
long-term Civic test. Note that while we tested a Civic, all of our observations still apply to the
model. The LX and Sport are driven by a 2. EX and above models come with a turbocharged 1.
Both engines drive the front wheels via a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT. LX
The base Civic is lightly equipped with:. Every Civic comes with Honda's suite of advanced
safety features, which the automaker calls Honda Sensing. Features include:. Touring The most
luxurious Civic in the lineup is the Touring. On top of EX-L content, it adds:. This vehicle is a
top notch little speed demon. Going from 0 to 60 in 5. The drive is very smoothe. The car is very
attractive to look at. The trunk is super spacious and you can fit many things back there. The
space in the front is a bit smaller than the sedan but, it is a compact car and should be
expected. Touch screen features , Push to start and voice control? Honda hatchback , I love
you! Write a review. See all 5 reviews. I'm Alistair Weaver, and we're here at the Edmunds Test
Track with two of the hottest hatchbacks ever produced. Both are either new or updated, both
are over horsepower, both are front wheel drive, and both are uncompromising in their pursuit
of performance. We're going to put them through the full Edmunds testing procedure, and then
we're going to drive them on the track and declare a winner. But before all of that, be sure to
subscribe to the Edmunds channel, and check out the link below for a companion piece on
Edmunds. Let's get on with it. To be honest, I've always had a bit of a soft spot for Minis. It was
my mom's first car, and legend has it that if she hadn't broken down in it and asked my dad for
help, then I wouldn't have been here. And I'm sure we can all agree what a tragedy that would
have been. That first, classic Mini really was a work of genius, a genuinely pioneering family car
with trick suspension that just happened to be good on the track and rally stage. It had a kind of
utilitarian chic. Unlike this car. Now, whether you like it or not is purely subjective, and I
certainly enjoy its sense of theater. But what does irritate me is how much of it is fake. Now,
Carlos Lago has his pen. So ready for this, Charlie? Stay with me. Engine air intake? No such
thing. Engine power bulge? Also fake. Front grille? Well, some of it's real. Some of it's not. We
can forgive that, I think. These kind of wheel arch extensions designed to widen the track of the
car give you, in theory, a bit more poise and stability. And apparently, they channel down the
side of the car. But if you follow me, you'll see at the back here that these vents don't really go
anywhere. But what it actually does is collect gravel-- strange. You also get that natty little gas
cap. And then, if you can follow me to the rear, please, sir, there's a diffuser down here. If you
crawl underneath, you'll discover it isn't really a diffuser at all. You get some fantastic looking
exhaust pipes. Now, the piece de resistance is this split-wing, complete with little gurney flaps.
Now, you might be thinking this is a moment of aerodynamic genius, but what it's actually for is
to make sure that you don't decapitate the aerial every time you open the truck. Watch this.

What you do get is this sort of red bar, which, at first glance, looks like a strut brace designed to
improve the integrity of the body shell. But according to Mini, it's actually there to stop your
shopping whacking you in the back if you brake suddenly. It's quite a collection. It's not exactly
minimalism. In fact, in my eyes, it's not exactly Mini. It's hard to argue that under BMW's
stewardship, Mini is getting further and further away from that original purist ethos. But at least
it's not just a styling exercise. You get horsepower. That's 73 more than the standard John
Cooper Works. There's reinforced crankshaft. There's new pistons, a new turbo, a new oil sump,
even a new engine mount. But the one thing you don't get is a manual gearbox. Apparently,
BMW doesn't have a manual box for a transverse engine capable of handling the GT's
pounds-feet of torque. Instead, you have an eight-speed auto with flappy paddles-- more of
which later. And now, by the magic of socially distanced cellular technology, I'm being texted
the results. So text me, please, Mr. Honda Civic Type R, 0 to 60, 5. Mini GP, 5. So braking, that's
how fast it stops, from 60 to 0, feet for the Honda, feet for the Mini. So about that much shorter.
Now onto the skid pad for a measure of lateral acceleration G-Force. Honda Civic Type R, 1.
Anything over 1g, particularly for a front-drive hatch, is super impressive. Mini GP? Drum roll,
please. So the Honda has more lateral grip. Enough of the stats. Let's hit the circuit. You've
probably noticed by now that here we're focusing mainly on the Mini. If you want the full tech
lowdown on the Type R, watch Carlos Lagos's superb film on our channel. Now we'll hit the
track. So as I warm my car up, let's reacquaint ourselves with the benchmark. It's amazing how
immediately at home you feel in the Civic Type R. These seats are fantastic, way better than
they are in the Mini. And this driving position really is first-rate. I like the Alcantara wheel
they've got on this, the recently updated type R, and it's got this slightly thicker, heavier gear
know. Now, I remember a development engineer once telling me that you could tell how sporty a
car was by the distance between the gear stick and the steering wheel. And in this car, it's-well, it's barely a hand span of my slightly puny hand. So it's nice, on a modern car, to be able
to feel the cogs mesh in the way that you can in the Honda. Doesn't sound amazing, but what
this car's always done well is to put its power down. There's over horsepower. Through
front-wheel drives, it's normally a recipe for problems. But actually, you can start to feed out of
these corners at 90 degree right and feel the turbo kicking and provide that torque, and away
you go. Lift off, turn it in a little bit. Held the nose. You can start to feel the rear end rotate. This
is a car that you can steer on the throttle, but without it ever feeling alarming. I'm going to go
into R-plus mode, which, on the road, it makes it way, way too harsh. But it's actually been
designed for circuit use or tracks like this. So this is now their Civic Type R in full attack. You
never forget you're in a front-wheel drive car, but there's a lot of fluency. Yes, you can place the
car really well on the circuit. And I love this rest matching as well. In some ways, it's kind of lazy
not to have to heel and toe, but it does make life easy a little bit to say that you're hitting the rev
limiter. Fourth gear, a little lift through here, and hard on the brakes. Down to third, moved a
little bit on the braking. That's OK. Turn it in. Hard on the throttle, and the car actually helps you
to pull it out of the corner. It's really easy to drive, but it's still entertaining, and it's far from
intimidating. And that little bump in that corner, you can feel how aggressive the damping is in
this mode. But that's always going to be in the Honda's favor. Because it's got electronic
dumping on the road, you can switch it down to Comfort or even Sport and have a ride quality
which is compliant enough to be tolerable. Of course, the other thing in the Honda's favor is this
is still a proper five-seater family car with a good-sized trunk and plenty of space for genuine
adults behind me. This really is a car that you can sell to the family as a everyday tool. Right,
come on, Mini. Inside, it'll instantly feel familiar to pretty much any other Mini driver. You do get,
though, these fairly funky digital displays and some 3D-printed flappy paddles here on the
steering wheel that actually move with the rack. You also get more 3D printing here on the
dashboard, including your car's unique build number. Apart from that, though, pretty much
business as usual, including the excellent Mini driving position. Anyway, let's go. It's more like
a tarmac rally stage than a traditional racing circuit. So if it's going to feel good anywhere, it
should feel good here. To create this car, Mini's engineers have given the standard John Cooper
Works a thorough going-over. Now, unlike the Honda, there is no electronic damping. So it only
really has one mode, and that's, well, angry. So it's kind of like my ex. So at the moment, we're
in stability GP mode. Let's see what she can do. Now, that ride quality on the road at times, if I'm
honest, can feel slightly brutal. It never really settles. And I was driving down the highway,
talking to a friend on the phone, and I had to actually apologize, because he could hear this kind
of fluttering in my voice. And when you hit expansion joints, then there a real hard kick in your
spine. But this circuit here is a lot smoother, so that's diminished. But it's still very, very firm.
And the other thing about it is you have this constant presence of torque steer, the challenge
that the front tires have of actually deploying all that power. The way the Honda puts its power
down is a lot more efficient. You're always conscious it is front-wheel drive, but it works with

you. In the Mini, you feel that the mechanical diff is always doing battle. And you can feel that
sort of kicking back through the steering. And I don't want a sports car that's easy to drive. I
don't-- I want to feel like there's a challenge. I want to feel like it rewards me when I do things
well. But this car, it feels like it's not so much working with you as hampering progress.
Ultimately, somehow, as well, in this pursuit of ultimate performance, Mini's deprived this car of
the kind of ultimate agility for which it's renowned. I can't help think that a standard Cooper S
would feel a lot more agile, a lot more willing to play than this GP does. I'm going to try, now,
actually, just turning all the systems off. Dynamic stability control is now completely off. Let's
see what difference this makes. So turn it in, be patient. Coming out of this second gear corner,
I feel that I'm constantly fighting that front end. You have to be pretty aggressive to kill that
initial understeer, and again. And then you see the car. As soon as I come back onto the power,
the car is wanting to push me effectively to the outside of the circuit. And particularly on a
circuit as tight and twisty as this, when you really do want to use the full extremity of the
tarmac, it doesn't inspire confidence in the way that the Honda does. Also, you don't have a
manual gearbox, which as fine. My god, but nor is it a double clutch transmission. It's actually a
standard auto, which means it's not as quick to change. Sometimes, particularly on the
downshifts, you shift, and then you kind of wait for it to happen. You get this initial push, and
that will fire it out I feel like I'm working that much harder, and not, necessarily, in a good way.
And I'm sorry if this is sounding really negative, because on paper, it's got so much going for it.
But it's just not working for me. And earlier, I actually threw the keys to a couple of other
members of the Edmunds test team for their opinion, and we all kind of came up with the same
feeling. I find it, actually, quite frustrating, because as I said at the beginning, I've always liked
Minis, and I really, really wanted to like this GP. But it just feels like they're trying to push their
recipe a bit too far. You sometimes get into cars that are driven more by a kind of marketing
demand to create some buzz and create some excitement in the media than a bunch of
engineering know-how. And this car feels like that. It's somehow less than the sum of its parts.
It just feels like they're stretching themselves a little bit too far. And to be honest, I'm finding it
difficult to be so hard on the Mini, because I really, really wanted to like the GP. I love mad cars,
and this is certainly one of those. But we're here to be objective. And I reckon you buy that car
because you must have the fastest, most expensive, arguably one of the most exclusive Minis
ever built. But you don't buy it because it's a great car, because frankly, it isn't. If you really care
about cars and excellence like I do-- and so does everybody else at Edmunds-- then the only
choice is the Honda Civic Type R. The best just got that little bit better. To be honest, it wasn't
even close. The Mazda 3 is a favorite at Edmunds. We like the stylish design, premium interior
and especially the ride and handling. It does lose out when it comes to cargo and passenger
space compared to most vehicles in this class. Like the Civic, it's available as both a sedan and
hatchback. Unlike the Honda, Mazda offers the 3 with optional all-wheel drive. Read Edmunds'
long-term road test of the Mazda 3 sedan. The Subaru Impreza has a lot going for it. It comes
standard with an extensive suite of driver aids as well as all-wheel drive. It's comfortable and
roomy, especially if you opt for the hatchback. We wish it had a bit more power, and the interior
feels a bit cheap in certain places. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Subaru Impreza.
The Corolla and the Civic have quite a bit in common. Both are available as a hatchback or
sedan and have a comfortable ride and a decent list of standard and optional driver aids. We
think the Honda edges it out, however, with a roomier rear seat and a quieter cabin. Available
styles include Sport 4dr Hatchback 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the
Honda Civic and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Civic 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the
Civic. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Honda
Civic and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Civic featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance,
mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and
performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives
every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive
and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive

database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Honda Civic. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new,
used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information
like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance ,
features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control,
parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type,
tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Honda Honda Civic. Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other
years. Pros Excellent fuel economy and performance from turbocharged engine Ride quality
expertly balances comfort and athleticism Many standard advanced technology and safety
features Roomy cabin with high-quality materials Cons Overly vigilant forward collision warning
system is frustrating Slow-responding adaptive cruise control system Blind-spot camera is
harder to use than a typical blind-spot monitor What's new No significant changes for the sedan
or hatchback Coupe body style and Si trim level dropped from lineup Type R Limited Edition
features special paint, unique wheels and tires and lighter weight Part of the 10th Civic
generation introduced for What's it like to live with? The Honda Civic is as good as it gets. It
tops our small sedan segment in most of our categories. Fuel economy and acceleration are
particularly impressive, as are interior space and build quality. The optional turbocharged 1.
You have to upgrade to at least the EX trim to get it, but it's worth the cost. The mph sprint took
6. The rest of the Civic's abilities are also standouts. The brake pedal is pleasantly firm and easy
to control, and it brings the car to a halt quickly when you need it to. Steering and handling are
also precise, which means the Civic is relatively fun to drive around turns. The Civic has a lot of
the midsize Accord's strengths but in a smaller package. Impacts from rough roads are very
well damped, and overall the ride is smooth and controlled without being too floaty. The seats
are similarly pleasant, and even the rear seats are well cushioned. Another comfort-enhancing
element is the dual-zone automatic climate control. It does a great job of regulating the
temperature and provides even coverage from the air vents. The Civic sedan is also fairly quiet
overall, though it lets in a little too much road noise when you're driving on coarse road
surfaces. The Civic's interior is cavernous. The sleek roofline reduces rear headroom
somewhat, but otherwise the cabin is so spacious that four adults will have no problem fitting
comfortably for long road trips. Up front, the Civic offers easy access through the light doors
with large openings. The rear doors open wide, making entry easy, but the sloped roof might
require tall people to duck in. The rest of the cabin is user-friendly as well. For the most part, the
controls are clearly labeled and within reach. It's easy to find a good seating position thanks to
the generous range of the steering wheel and driver's seat adjustments. Doing so also provides
you with a clear view out of the windshield and to the sides. Information is beamed to a 7-inch
touchscreen. In general, the system is a little sluggish and the graphics dated, but the Touring
trim's speaker audio system provides crisp sound, and the navigation system is easy to learn.
We like that the Honda Sensing package of safety features is standard. But false alarms from
the overly sensitive forward collision system are common and quickly become tiresome. You
can adjust the system's sensitivity, but even in its least intrusive mode it's still a problem. We
also find the absence of a blind-spot monitor odd, and the LaneWatch camera is an ineffective
substitute. The Civic sedan features clever interior storage solutions. And at The seats don't
fold flat all the way, but the opening between the trunk and the cabin is large. Finding a spot for
your personal effects in the cabin is also easy. There's a useful two-tiered cubby in the center
console that features a cord pass-through for tidy smartphone storage and charging. There's
also lots of room under the front armrest. For family duty, it's easier to install a car seat in the
Civic's roomy back seat than in many rival small sedans. These are exceptional numbers,
especially considering the Civic's class-leading performance. In our own testing, we've found
the Civic comes pretty close to matching the EPA estimates in real-world driving. Apart from an
unremarkable warranty, the Civic delivers a good value. For a competitive price, you get a
pleasing amount of equipment plus build quality that punches far above the standards for this
class. And we can't ignore the Civic's excellent reliability history. The continuously variable
automatic transmission saps some of the fun out of the Civic, but it's hard to argue with the

acceleration and above-average handling. The Civic doesn't have the style or refinement of the
Mazda 3, but it's close on both fronts. Two trims in the Civic sedan lineup stand out. The Sport
is a no-brainer upgrade from the LX; if you want a desirable small sedan but need to keep costs
low, this is the one to get. But if you have some flex in your budget, the EX is undoubtedly the
sweetheart in the lineup. It comes with a ton of great features in addition to the superb
turbocharged engine. LX The base Civic is lightly equipped with: inch steel wheels Automatic
climate control Height-adjustable driver's seat 5-inch central display screen Four-speaker audio
system Single USB port Every Civic comes with Honda's suite of advanced safety features,
which the automaker calls Honda Sensing. On top of EX-L content, it adds: inch wheels LED
headlights Automatic windshield wipers Chrome exterior accents Steering wheel-mounted shift
paddles Power-adjustable passenger seat Heated rear seats Navigation system speaker audio
system. Read more. Find savings on the Civic for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all
Civic lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5
stars, The hatchback with style. Lane Keeping Assist System Adjusts the vehicle's direction
automatically to keep it from drifting out of its lane. Adaptive Cruise Control Adjusts the vehicle
speed to maintain a constant distance from the car in front. Side Impact Test Good. Honda Civic
vs. Mazda 3 The Mazda 3 is a favorite at Edmunds. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Related Civic Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Civic both on the road and at the track,
giving it a 8. You probably care about Honda Civic fuel economy, so it's important to know that
the Civic gets an EPA-estimated 32 mpg to 36 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about
cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that
carrying capacity for the Civic ranges from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more.
To determine whether the Honda Civic is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews,
which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Civic. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Civic's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the Honda Civic is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Civic and
gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel econom
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y, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Civic
is a good car for you. Other versions include: EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in the
Honda Civic, the next question is, which Civic model is right for you? Civic variants include
EX-L 4dr Sedan 1. What do people think of the Honda Civic? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Honda Civic and
all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Honda Civic?
Which Honda Civics are available in my area? Can't find a new Honda Civics you want in your
area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Honda Civic?
Check out Honda lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Civic drive? How
comfortable is the Civic? How economical is the Civic? Is the Civic a good value?

